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STRENGTHS
1— Self-supporting aluminium tube frame.
2— Wall application.
3— Lateral attachment on the C-stud.
4— Product structured for large openings.
5— Smooth cavity entrance surfaces.
6— Applicable on covering thickness of 12.5-15-25 mm.
7— Non-removable door with rotating opening up to 165°.
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PLASTERBOARD INSPECTION BIG DOOR
(NON-REMOVABLE DOOR, ROTATES TO OPEN TO 165°)
STANDARD S=12,5-15-25
Item

BD004001400
BD006001600
BD008001800
BD010002000

Description

Dimension and thickness

plasterboard inspection hatch
with standard panel,
non-removable door,
rotates to open to 165°

net clearance BxH
S 12.5-15-25

Weight per package

Application

Sales unit

wall

400x1400

9.29

1 piece

600x1600

15.92

1 piece

800x1800

23.89

1 piece

1000x2000

33.18

1 piece

may be fitted with water-resistant panel upon request

axonometric view - opened 165° scale 1:20
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front view scale 1:20

total width = door clearance “H” + 60mm

door clearance “H”
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door clearance “B”
total width =
door clearance “B” + 60mm
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door clearance “B”
total width = door clearance “B” + 60mm
partial plan view scale 1:2
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CE Marking
Please note that each product is part of a hanging/connection kit for connecting to the upper
anchoring system and to the supporting element in dry construction systems for use inside
buildings. The various components are identified in the catalogue and price list with the CE
logo.
Each CE product has a Declaration of Performance (DOP).
Durability: class B (Components of a building exposed to variable relative humidity up to
90% and to variable temperatures up to 30°C but with no exposure to corrosive pollution
agents).

Recommendations for storing
metal framing elements
We recommend to store packages in a covered area with a relatively
dry atmosphere and as constant a temperature as possible, to avoid
condensation that could consume the passivation coat protecting
the galvanised surface.
If stored outdoors (not recommended), please cover so as to ensure
the material is fully protected against adverse weather conditions
(rain, fog, snow), making sure the packages are stored in a slightly
inclined position. The cover must nevertheless ensure sufficient
airflow (the two surfaces must not be in direct contact) so that
moisture does not settle and create condensation.
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